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1. Introduction

The requirement of connected devices exponentially increases day by day as well as the bandwidth needed for novel applications. As a consequence of this, radio frequency spectrum becomes more and more crowded, thus leading to serious limitations in the diffusion of novel technologies when considering challenging environments such as hospitals and airplanes, where EM interferences are particularly unwanted. The integration of Visible Light Communication (VLC) in the existing infrastructures could provide a valid tool to address these issues. In this context, Software Defined concepts could significantly simplify the integration process, leading to the development of low cost and flexible architectures. To this end, Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP), designed and commercialized by Ettus Company and National Instruments, is emerging as a comparatively low cost hardware platform for software defined architectures, allowing rapid prototyping and test bed validations. The aim of the present work is to exploit the current literature in the framework of Software Defined Systems based on USRP platform for VLC purposes, while briefly highlighting some useful potentialities for the development of solid and flexible architectures.

2. Visible Light Communication: from Photophone to Software Defined VLC

The adoption of visible light for message transmission is one of the most ancient and intuitive techniques adopted in long distance communications. In the Roman Empire, a system of mirrors and shutters located on opposite towers was employed for communicating messages up to 20 km. The first modern communication in the visible spectrum, however, dates back to 1880, when Charles Sumner Tanter and Alexander Graham Bell invented the photophone. This device allowed speech transmission through the adoption of a light beam modulated by switching concavity and convexity of a reflecting screen [1]. In the first decade of 20th century, the German Siemens & Halske Company improved modulation using carbon arc lamps and provided commercial units for German Navy, while British Almery adopted high infrared sensitive molybdenite cells. Before the second world war, many governments (Italy, Germany, US, Japan) attempted to develop optical wireless communication for military purposes. Then, advances in radio frequency communication and, further, the adoption of low loss optical fibers, caused a progressive decrease of interest in free space VLC. Due to the exponential increase of bandwidth needed by novel applications and the overpopulation of RF spectrum, in the last fifteen years, this topic has gained a new interest in the scientific community. The first significant work, addressing a visible light communication through a white Light Emitting Diode (LED), and discussing the main requirements of the devices, was done in 2003 at University of Keyo, Japan [2], while significant studies have been carried out by Haas et al. [3, 4]. Further, according to the rapid diffusion of efficient and low cost LED’s, many authors started to deal with different aspects characterizing visible light communication, especially with respect to modulation and dimming support, until a first standardization of the physical and MAC layer, ratified by IEEE (802.15.7) and included in Wireless Personal Area Networks [5]. However, since novel advances are frequently addressed in last years, new standards should be provided. Nowadays, research in VLC follows two main directions: the first one implies an advance in the design of hardware components used for transmitting and receiving the optical signal (led, photodiodes, driving circuits, amplifiers etc.), with the aim to enlarge the bandwidth of the RF front-end and to allow the possibility of using a larger part of the huge unlicensed electromagnetic spectrum in the visible light frequencies (770THz-400THz). A second way, instead, mainly deals with a practical and low-cost integration of VLC elements into existing infrastructures. With reference to this latter scenario, the development of a solid Software Defined paradigm for VLC seems to be an attractive field in the improvement of this technology. As most of the signal operations are performed by software, low cost hardware could be used and an easier interface with other communication paradigms could be allowed for a practical integration in the existing infrastructures. An interesting low cost platform (OPEN VLC) based on a Beagle Bone Black module, has been recently developed by Wang et al. [6]. The platform, composed of a simple optical front-end, a set of essential medium access primitives and a basic interaction with internet protocols, allows a transmission up to 1 meter with a rate of 12.5 Kbit/s in its basic configuration. Despite the slow rate and the limited
communication distance, this architecture could be extended in order to be available for various applications, such as the passive ambient light recognizer described in [7]. An interesting preliminary work, employing the software defined platform USRP is provided in [8], where GNU Radio open source library is employed for signal processing and two simple applications (a chat service and a video download) are developed. The same authors provided a detailed description of the system in [9], where the standard 802.15.7 PHY I is achieved with a data transmission of 100kbit/s. An audio streaming transmission with similar performances is designed in [10]. In both cases, OOK modulation is adopted. Preliminary studies and a proof of concept on OFDM and PPM modulation using USRP platform and MatLab elaboration are provided in [11], while in [12] the same authors developed a driver topology able to drive an array of LEDs using a RPO-OFDM signal coming from USRP. A deeper investigation about Software Defined systems for VLC using USRP platform is provided in the next section.

3. Visible Light Communication through Universal Software Radio Peripheral

The first Universal Software Defined Radio, initially proposed by Ettus in 2006 [13], was obtained from USB2 interface. It owned a 30 MHz instantaneous bandwidth and it was well integrated into GNU Radio, an open source framework developed in the same period [14]. This transceiver, however, does not allow an easy design for a compact device; moreover, a full adaptability of the software code on the fly for different scenarios can be roughly achieved [15]. The second generation USRP (NI2920, NI2921 and NI2922), currently adopted in most of recent implementations, is provided by Gigabit Ethernet interface, owning a 50 MHz instantaneous bandwidth and easily interfaced through commercial software such as MatLab or LabView. It is also equipped with advanced FPGA, with an SD card for stand-alone operations. The main components of this architecture are shown in the block diagram of Fig. 1 [16].

![Figure 1. USRP NI2920 Architecture](image)

Clock generation and synchronization, AD and DA conversions, host processor interfacing, and power regulation are provided in the motherboard, while operations such as amplifying, filtering, up and down conversion are implemented in the RF front end, or eventually in modular daughterboards, selected for the specific applications. Since a visible light source is typically incoherent and intensity modulation with direct detection (IM/DD) is mainly used, a low frequency or band-base daughterboard may be employed [10], such as the LFTX NI device [16], whose operative range ranges from DC up to 30 MHz, thus covering the entire bandwidth of most commercial LEDs. In terms of dedicated hardware, only the optical Rx and Tx front-ends are required, instead of antennas used in radio or radar applications [15], while most of the operations are directly performed and controlled on the fly by software. This aspect is particularly important to easily adapting existing signal modulation schemes to VLC transmission. Feeding and amplifying stage, led driving circuitry and the led itself in transmission, the photodiode and the trans-impedance amplifying in the receiver front end, could be chosen in order to find the appropriate trade-off between costs and performances. So, using the USRP and off-the-shelf components, it is possible to achieve reasonable results in terms of data rate, bit error rate and maximum transmission distance, as shown in Fig. 2 for the USRP based Software Defined VLC platforms described in the previous section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modulation Scheme</th>
<th>Software Platform</th>
<th>Maximum Data Rate</th>
<th>Maximum Distance</th>
<th>BER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OOK / VPPM</td>
<td>GNU Radio Flexicom</td>
<td>100 kbit/s (1m)</td>
<td>4m</td>
<td>10^-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OOK / VPPM</td>
<td>LabView</td>
<td>266kbit/s</td>
<td>1m</td>
<td>10^-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPO-OFDM</td>
<td>Matlab-Simulink</td>
<td>400Ksps</td>
<td>&lt; 1m</td>
<td>10^-7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Performance of Software Defined VLC using USRP NI2920 Architecture
Results achieved in [9, 10, 12] prove the possibility of using a Software Defined System for short and medium range applications which do not require very high rate, thus avoiding the need of expensive dedicated hardware, and providing a flexible simple architecture. Since multiple USRPs could be connected to obtain a MIMO system, some authors recently considered also this scenario. An interesting paper deals with the possibility of using multiple USRP schemes for a full duplex OFDM link [17], while a 2x2 MIMO Software Defined VLC is addressed in [18]. These two-latter works demonstrate how a software defined platform could be expanded to achieve a more sophisticated and performing architecture. Many other several advantages can be provided by USRP, which are not yet addressed in current architectures, such as for example the possibility of adapting on the fly the equalization based on a bit error rate indicator. Another interesting aspect could be the possibility of regulating in real time the minimum transmitting power necessary for closing the VLC link within a dynamic environment. In the context of LI-FI paradigm, in fact, where the same lamp will be used for both lighting and providing signal communication, a software defined control of transmitted power could be useful for implementing a switchable modulation scheme allowing to provide a very low light intensity without turning off the link when high levels of environmental illumination are not required. Considering the nonlinearity of the optical components, different new adaptive techniques could be employed for limiting distortion, and various typologies of software defined filtering could be addressed, especially for future outdoor applications, such as in vehicular network applications. The possibility of designing a RF-VLC hybrid communication systems, using a USRP for a radio frequency communication and another one for the visible light link, could be an interesting issue for many applications, such as indoor geo-localization, Wi-Fi performance improving, or other future scenarios where the coexistence of VLC and RF link, or an adaptive handover between them, could be employed. A possible basic architecture is proposed in Fig. 3.

![Figure 3. Hybrid Software Defined VLC – Wi-Fi using USRP NI292x Device](image)

In this basic example, a XCVR2450 transceiver daughterboard is used for interfacing the dual band RF front-end covering Wi-Fi ranges and performing up-down conversion, filtering and amplification. Two baseband daughterboards, a LFRX in the receiving VLC path and a LFTX in the transmitting VLC path, are employed for filtering and other signal conditioning. Clock generation and synchronization, ADCs, DACs, and power regulation are performed independently by the two motherboards, through a centralized software coordination. The scheme proposed in Fig. 3 could be considered as a basic architecture for easily implementing a test bed for novel algorithms which employ both directional broadcast VLC channels and omnidirectional Wi-Fi links, recently proposed in literature [19,20] for providing additional capacity and reducing contentions in a crowded environment. Even if a proof of concept of a hybrid RF-VLC link has been addressed in [21], no software defined platform, for the best of our knowledge, has yet been considered with this aim. Providing a flexible and generic platform, however, could significantly speed up the development of novel applications using both VLC and RF links; a hybrid system, for instance, could be used for providing a reliable internet access point in running subway cars. A VLC broadcast channel, in fact, could be provided in each car, while Wi-Fi link could be still used in uplink. Since there is not a significant light interference between different cars, there could be an efficient frequency reuse allowing the system to work even in a crowded environment. Similar systems could be used in rail tunnels and similar environment. Other interesting applications could be developed in the field of indoor positioning, where an adaptive handover between Radio Frequency and VLC channels could be performed to benefit from the accuracy of the optical link where the environmental conditions are conducive, and switching in real time to RF localization where optical link fails. Similar ideas could be also developed in the field
of aviation, underwater communications, hospitals and healthcare, where a Software Defined flexible platform like the one briefly discussed in this work could significantly speed up both experimental tests and the development of real systems.

4. Conclusions

A brief survey on Software Defined Visible Light Communication systems, based on USRP platform, has been outlined in this work. Some considerations about possible future applications of the above platform in the framework of Visible Light Communication scenarios have been discussed, and a basic example, showing a Hybrid VLC-LIFI architecture, has been provided. Based on the architecture we have considered in this work, we envisaged different potential future directions that could impose VLC as an effective communication technology in coexistence with other classical communication technologies based on RF signals.
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